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PRONOUNS 

By 

Raymond White 

 

 The English language has long needed neuter personal pronouns. Without such pronouns, 

we are constantly annoyed and inconvenienced, having to contrive stilted means to manipulate 

our sentences away from what we really want to say but can’t say because the needed pronouns 

don’t exist.  

 For instance, “When the killer left, he tripped over the body.” He? Why he? We don’t 

know that yet. Maybe he was a she. So should we write, “…she tripped over the body”? We 

don’t know that either. Should we write, “…he/she tripped over the body”? That’s politically 

correct but ugly. Some authors, to be really politically correct, flip it back and forth, “he/she,” 

“she/he,” throughout their book. That’s really ugly. 

 Should I have instead written, “When the killer left, they tripped over the body”? Often 

we intentionally introduce wrong grammar to force something like a neuter pronoun even though 

the plural is painfully incorrect. 

 Even worse is, “When the killer left, it tripped over the body.” It? By eliminating gender, 

we also eliminate humanness. It works if the killer is an ape (ask Edgar Allan Poe, he wrote 

“Murders Of the Rou Morgue”) but we don’t know that any more than we know the gender. “It” 

simply won’t do, unless it really is an it. 

 And finally, should I have written, “When the killer left, the killer tripped over the 

body”? By eliminating the pronoun we do eliminate the problem, but we also eliminate the crisp 

writing that pronouns allow us. To write “the killer” twice is to accuse the reader of being stupid 

so that we must identify the subject again and again by name. That repetition annoys the reader 

which is why we have pronouns. 

 All these problems exist simply because we don’t know the gender. Someone said to me, 

“Well, find out the gender!” Oh, gee. Must I say the obvious? In certain contexts, you can’t 

know the gender.  And that is the problem. We need neuter personal pronouns. 

 I therefore recommend that we introduce neuter personal pronouns into the English 

language. I further recommend that we do this before our language completely overruns the 

planet. One day (probably soon), everyone on earth will speak English. Let’s fix the language 

before we get there.  

 Here are my requirements: Neuter personal pronouns must be single-syllable as are most 

pronouns. “Post-person” and “Wait-person” are too awkward. Everyone hates those words, 

except a few die-hard feminists. Also, neuter personal pronouns should be easily pronounceable. 

But more than easily pronounceable, they should be naturally pronounceable. By that I mean, we 

should pronounce them as we would if we were not thinking about it. Pronouncing these new 

pronouns should, in fact, be how we would mis-pronounce our current words. To create such 

words and to make them stick, we must take advantage of our sloppy speaking and our natural 

inclination to short-cut everything. Sloppiness then, and economy, can be our best allies. 

 Enough explanation. Time for my offerings.  

 For the gender specific pronouns he and she, I offer as a neuter pronoun the single letter 

“e”. Why not? “When the killer left, e tripped over the body.” It’s what a cockney would say 

anyway. Too terse? We already have the words “A” and “I”, so why not the word “E”?  
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 For the gender specific pronouns him and her, I offer as a neuter pronoun the word “hun”. 

It’s already an affectionate name, “‘Are you ready for dinner, hun?’ Attila’s wife asked.” (The 

hun pun is intended.) Or drop the H altogether. “ Someone is behind the tree. I can hear ‘un 

whispering.” That’s close to what we actually do say in a hurry, “I can hear ‘um whispering.” 

Just change the “m” to an “n”, and we have a perfectly good neuter pronoun. “Um” might be 

better than “un” because “um” is what we actually say, but feminists might rightly complain that 

“um” sounds too masculine like “him” whereas “un” is truly neuter. But whichever, I don’t care. 

 For the gender specific pronouns his and hers, I offer as a neuter pronoun the word “huz”. 

Keep the z sound because it’s in both his and hers. Just change the vowel.  

 In addition to pronouns, there are gender specific nouns and noun suffixes that also give 

us fits, like for example, man and woman. For a gender neutral variant, how about “mun”? Then 

we can say  postmun , which avoids postman which offends feminists and also post-person 

which offends our ears. 

 For the plurals, men and women, our neuter suffix could be “min”.  

 Is it possible to do this, to add these words to the English language? Maybe. Forty years 

ago we were forced to say Mr., Mrs., and Miss. That was awful, to have to know a woman’s 

marriage status in order to write a letter to her. It was the feminists who gave us the wonderful 

word Ms. It was needed and it stuck. I’m suggesting that we need more of that. 

 Of course my suggested pronouns will not catch on in the general language, at least not 

right away. But we could be nudged in that direction from three sources. 

 

1. Sci Fi novels or movies. If some well-known author creates an alien society who, having 

difficulty speaking English, create their own pigeon English pronouns, that would help. 

2. The internet. Everyone abbreviates everything anyway, so why not pronouns? No one 

would mind. 

3. Kids. Always creating slang, kids of every generation annoy their parents with their new 

and novel words. Some of it sticks, as did the word “cool.”  

 

 Although our culture is not completely androgynous (and never will be), we are certainly 

far more so than ever before. And that’s a good thing. Our constantly evolving language ought to 

evolve to the needs of our new gender-blind society. If you don’t like my new pronouns, be 

creative. See what you can come up with. 


